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International Litigation and Arbitration
As the global marketplace continues to drive
business beyond domestic borders, disputes
involving the laws of multiple jurisdictions are on
the rise. Effective resolution of cross-border disputes
requires strategic counsel from highly experienced
legal professionals.

Akerman’s International Litigation and Arbitration
team has a long record of accomplishment in
resolving complex multijurisdictional disputes.
Recognized by Chambers Global for having a “deep
understanding of legal systems and cultures,” our
lawyers can assess variable risks and devise legal
strategies using the best suitable forum and laws.

Our team represents multinational, foreign, and
domestic corporations and individuals before U.S.
federal and state courts, as well as in arbitration
proceedings before a wide range of international
arbitral bodies in multiple jurisdictions. We are
zealous advocates, helping clients successfully
address conflicts in a broad range of sectors,
including general commercial disputes, power and
energy, construction and engineering, and banking
and finance, among many others.

Our highly responsive, multilingual team works in
tandem with experienced local counsel to provide
seamless resolution to disputes throughout Latin
America, as well as in Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa,
and the Middle East.
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U.S. litigation involving cross-border disputes

International commercial arbitration

Investment and treaty arbitration

International trade and customs matters

Global anticorruption investigations and
compliance

International intellectual property disputes

International construction disputes

International banking disputes

Arbitrators on major international arbitration
panels and tribunals under ICC, AAA, ICDR,
UNCITRAL, and ICSID rules

Neutrals in international dispute resolution


